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Springer London Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 397 pages. Dimensions: 9.1in. x
6.1in. x 1.0in.Based on the latest historical research, Worlds Out of Nothing is the first book to
provide a course on the history of geometry in the 19th century. Topics covered in the first part of
the book are projective geometry, especially the concept of duality, and non-Euclidean geometry.
The book then moves on to the study of the singular points of algebraic curves (Plckers equations)
and their role in resolving a paradox in the theory of duality; to Riemanns work on differential
geometry; and to Beltramis role in successfully establishing non-Euclidean geometry as a rigorous
mathematical subject. The final part of the book considers how projective geometry rose to
prominence, and looks at Poincars ideas about non-Euclidean geometry and their physical and
philosophical significance. Three chapters are devoted to writing and assessing work in the history
of mathematics, with examples of sample questions in the subject, advice on how to write essays,
and comments on what instructors should be looking for. This item ships from multiple locations.
Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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A top quality publication along with the font used was intriguing to read. I really could comprehended everything using this written e ebook. Its been
designed in an remarkably straightforward way and it is only a er i finished reading through this publication by which basically altered me, modify the
way i believe.
-- Cathrine Larkin Sr.-- Cathrine Larkin Sr.

Very useful to all of group of people. I actually have read through and so i am certain that i will planning to study yet again once again down the road. I am
just very easily can get a satisfaction of looking at a created book.
-- Mark Bernier-- Mark Bernier
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